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ride, is to be carried on men's shoulders. The palankeen
and dolie of the plains are by far too heavy and cum-
brous for the hills. The favourite vehicle is the dandee—
a pole, with a piece of carpet attached, on which the
traveller sits sideway, and which has belts for the back
and feet Two men, one at each end of the pole, are
able to carry the dandee a short distance, but in journeys
four are commonly employed During the last few years
a very light sedan-chair has come into favour, which is
far more convenient for ladies, but the dandee is lighter
and will continue to be largely used.
We have seen a good deal of both the eastern and
western portions of the Province. In 1847 we travelled
to Lahoo Ghat and Petorah Gurh in the east On this
occasion I went on to Nepal, and was told by the Nepalese
sentry on the frontier bridge that without special per-
mission from Khatmandoo, the Capital, I could not pro-
ceed farther. In 1869, in company with my much-
esteemed friend the late Dr. Mather, I travelled in the
same direction, and saw much of the country, as we went
by one route and returned by another. During the later
years of our residence we saw a good deal of the western
districts, to which I shall refer when giving an account of
missionary operations.
Along some of the main roads, at the distance of twelve
or fourteen miles, 'are small rough Rest-houses, with a
table, two chairs, and a bedstead, often in very bad con-
dition. These houses are in charge of a watchman, who
is often long in making his appearance, and then brings
wood and water, and sometimes a little milk. For every-
thing else you are dependent on people with you carrying
supplies. Where there is much traffic there is good
accommodation.

